The paper uses the spring potential to present interaction between the coarse-grained interfacial particles of the α-Al2O3/α-Al2O3 and α-Fe2O3/α-Fe2O3 contacts in the sliding friction study of these micronscale oxides by smoothed particle hydrodynamics simulations. The spring constants of the potential for the particle systems are converted from those of the atomic oxide systems that are yielded by the second order polynomial fits of the surface potential energy probed by molecular dynamics simulations, and are dependent on the particle coarse-graining. It is found that at micronscale the friction properties of the oxides are almost independent of the coarse-graining and are the same in the different sliding directions. Even the hardness contacts friction coefficient shows a decrease with increasing intensity of the normal component of the interfacial interaction, originating from stability of the friction force and growth of the normal force. This result is as an implementation for the previous observations of sliding friction of various materials that showed that a drop of friction coefficient with increasing externally applied normal load has originated from deformation of interfaces or occurrence of debris at contact, indicating an unsteady contact.
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Introduction
Nature or kind of interfacial interaction potential has been well-known strongly resulting in tribological properties of materials. There is the relationship between friction coefficients and ionic potentials of various oxides reported by Erdemir [1] . The oxides with very small differences in ionic potential may lead to high friction and the oxides with high ionic potentials or highly screened cations show low shear strength and hence high lubricity [1] .
Mechanical interactions between the relative sliding contact surfaces are known as the primary features causing friction between the surfaces. Friction force remarkably reducing with a decrease of the mechanical interactions was verified in the experimental results of Sugihara et al. [2] . Molecular dynamics simulations of Mann et al. also stated that friction coefficient of the α-Al2O3/α-Al2O3 contact becomes lower when the interfacial interaction potential is chosen to be weaker [3] . Therefore, understandings or modellings of interfacial interaction play a dominant role in sliding friction studies. Probing this interaction kind has been extensively performed for relative sliding of various contact surfaces. Zhu et al. found the same the anisotropic scenario of the graphene-gold interaction potential energy and friction force in sliding of the graphene flake on the gold substrate [4] . Interaction potential form between the contact oxide surfaces (SiO2 or Al2O3) has been known inextricably linking to the surface roughness and relating to the stochastic nature of stick-slip events [5] .
For coarse-grained (CG) model, the interfacial potential of the graphene sheets reduces with increasing the distance between them and starts reaching a stable one at a 0.335 mm distance [6] . The interfacial potential shows a periodic form along the sliding direction [6] .
A few studies have used spring potential to present interaction between interfacial particles in smoothed particle hydrodynamics simulations of sliding friction of the CG centimeter-scale solid rocks [7] and the CG micronscale iron [8] . In our views, spring force has not ever been carried out for the similar work of CG metallic oxides. Therefore, this work considers spring force for this aim for the CG α-Al2O3 and α-Fe2O3 oxides, which have the corundum lattice structure. Effects of the particle coarse-graining and the modeled interfacial potential on friction of the systems are discussed in detail. The coarse-graining in this work (discussed below) is based upon the coarse-graining of CuO2 oxide mentioned in the work of Iwamoto [9] . Spring constants of CG particles are converted from spring constants of atomic oxide systems that are probed by molecular dynamics simulations and are dependent on size of CG particles. All the simulations in this work are employed in smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) approach.
Method and calculation

Coarse-grained model
Oxide particle coarse-graining in this study is based upon the work of Iwamoto that lumped each unit cell of Cu2O oxide into one particle [9] . However, in order to investigate a system of micronsize we slightly modify the coarse-graining of Iwamoto by lumping an atomic region of x y z n n n   (number of the unit cells in the x-, y-and z-directions) oxide unit cells into one particle. Each CG particle is located at the center of mass of the corresponding CG atomic region and has mass of 
where ,
, , is a Gauss kernel function. In order to compensate energy dissipation caused by friction during the sliding, a dissipation force is afforced on each particle of the system as follows
where dis  is a parameter of the model and 0 dis V  for particles of the substrate and dis V V  , which is a constant sliding velocity of the slider, for particles of the slider. The PrandtlTomlinson model is utilized by adding a spring force on each particle of the slider as follows
where K is a spring constant, t is sliding time, 
where K  is a spring constant. The friction force fri F , the normal force nor F and the friction coefficient cof  are defined as follows
where N f is the number of the particles (the friction particles) of the contact layer of the slider, x F and z F are the force components in the x-and z-directions, respectively.
Spring constant of particle
The spring constants K  are converted from spring constants of surface potentials of the atomic oxide systems probed by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Fig. 1 presents the Al2O3 atomic system (similarity for Fe2O3) consisting of the two objects used in the MD simulations by LAMMPS [12] . The lower object is fixedly held during all the MD simulations while the upper object is regularly shifted a 0.01 Å step along the z-direction and a 0.02 Å step along the x-or y-direction. [13] , and Kerisit [14] and Olsen et al. [15] , respectively. The Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules of the Lennard-Jones potential is applied for lj  and ij  . Fig. 2 shows the surface potential energy of the oxides in the x-, y-and z-directions. We first monitor the potential energy in the z-direction to find its (first) minimum position, 1.67 Å for Al2O3 or 1.34 Å for Fe2O3. Distance in the z-direction between the two objects of each oxide ( Fig.   1 ) is then chosen to be equally to its minimum position value during shifting the upper object along the x-or y-direction. We obtain the spring constants of the atomic oxide systems in the x-and y-directions from the second order polynomial fits of these potential energy curves ( of each spring constant is less than 1 % of its value. In order to convert these spring constants to the spring constants of particles ( K  ), we use a picture of serial connection of the springs in the CG directions. This means that for a given coarse-graining in which a particle is yielded from a group of x n and y n unit cells, the relationship of the spring constants between an atomic oxide system and a corresponding CG particle one is presented as follows
, ,1 
It should be noted that the spring constants of particle are dependent on its size ( x n and y n ). This relationship is not considered in the z-direction because atoms lumped into one particle must be belonged to the only object (the slider or the substrate). The spring constant of particle in the z-direction ( z K ) is adjusted over a range of value until simulation data well approximate with those of friction of the oxides reported in previous studies.
Simulation parameters and systems
Each of the micronscale atomic oxide systems, Al2O3 or Fe2O3, is coarse-grained into three different particle systems related to difference of the particle size, x n , y n and z n (see in Table 1 ). Quantities of particle such as the mass ( CG M ) and the spring constants ( x K and y K ) are then estimated and listed in Table 1 . Each of the simulated particle systems consists of a slider and a substrate whose sizes, x L , y L and z L , in the directions are listed in Table 2 .
The number of the unit cells of each CG particle system expanded in each direction to reach its size is listed in Table 3 . The particle number of each system is then estimated ( Table 3 ).
The spring constant K is taken from the spring constant of the Al2O3 or Fe2O3 oxidefunctionalized cantilever mentioned in the studies of Gan et al. [16] and Lower et al. [17] ( Table 1) . Fig. 3 presents the Al2O3 particle system used in the SPH simulations to detect its sliding friction in the x-and y-directions. The simulated Fe2O3 particle systems are designed similarly to the Al2O3 particle system. The initial distance along the z-direction between the slider and the substrate of each particle system is set equally to its c
The simulation parameters are set as follows: is not dependent on the sliding directions, being equally to 0.24 μN for the A3000 system and 0.28 μN for the F3000 system in the x-direction or the y-direction. These results match closely to those mentioned in experimental and simulation reports for diamond surfaces.
The average friction forces of the (100) and (111) diamond surfaces are found to be similarly and independent of load up to 0.1 μN in the ultrahigh vacuum force microscope measurements of a clean diamond tip sliding on these surfaces along the various directions respectively [21] . Briefly, under condition of low applied load or small modeled normal interaction, friction and normal forces of hardness contacts of atomic system or CG particle system show very little varying along different sliding directions. However, it should be noticed that because of lattice structure the lower peaks additionally appear to interleave the higher peaks in the friction force curves as seen in this work (Fig. 4) and the work of Pang et al. [24] that simulated the atomic-scale friction of a typical two-dimensional singlelayer molybdenum disulfide. This work also states that at micron-scale there is a little difference of the average friction and normal forces between the CG Al2O3 and Fe2O3
oxides. Good periodicity of both the friction and normal forces indicates a steady state of the systems in the sliding and normal directions during the sliding.
As a result of changes of the friction and normal forces, the friction coefficient also shows a periodic form in sliding distance (Fig. 7) . For a given system and a given sliding direction, shape of the curves is the same regarding of the considered (Figs. 7 and 8 ). This state is originated from the change of the normal force. At the contact, the substrate surface always pushes the friction particle layer far away from it because the positive normal force is observed during the sliding (Fig. 6) . Therefore, an increase of the z K can be considered as approximation of an increase of externally applied normal load as long as contact surface of a slider is pushed stronger as external load is applied larger. In this approximation, the results of this work are in accordance with those reported in the previous studies for external load (or pressure) dependence of friction coefficient. In a studied interval of load, friction coefficient of various materials is founded to markedly drop at lower loads and stabilize at higher loads [25, 26] . Deformation of interfaces or occurrence of debris at contact has been considered as features for explaining this dependence [27] . However, this work finds that that of the α-Fe2O3 oxide should be taken prior to its stable region. Table captions   Table 1 Properties of particle: x n , y n and z n are the cell unit numbers of the atomic oxide region in the x-, y-and z-directions coarse-grained into one particle; CG M ( unit of 10 -6 μg) is , similarly, "F" (as in F1000) typical for the CG system of Fe2O3. Table 2 Size of the CG oxide particle systems (or atomic systems) in the directions used in the SPH simulation (unit of μm). Table 3 Characters of the simulated particle systems: x N , y N and z N are the unit cell numbers of the particle systems expanded in the directions; and CG N is the particle number. K K ratio for all the simulated particle systems. Table 3 System Object 
